It is shown that foi linear dynamical systems with quadratic supply rates, a storage function can always be written as a quadratic function of the state of an associated linear dynamical system. This dynamical system is obtained by combining the dynamics of the original system with the dynamics of the supply rate. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
The concept of dissipativeness is of much interest in physics and engineering. Whereas dynamical systems are used to model physical phenomena that evolve with time, dissipative dynamical systems can be used as models for physical phenomena in which also the energy or entropy exchanged with the environment plays a role. Typical examples of dissipative dynamical systems are electrical circuits, in which part of the electric and magnetic energy is dissipated in the resistors in the form of heat, and visco-elastic mechanical systems in which fiiction causes a similar loss of energy. For earlier work on dissipative systems, we refer to [8, 4, 7] .
In a dissipative dynamical system, the book-keeping of energy is done via the supply rate and a storage function. The supply rate is the rate at which energy flows into the system, and a storage function is a function that measures the amount of energy that is stored inside the system. ~Fhese functions are related via the dissipation inequality, which states that along time * Corresponding author. E-mail: h.l.trentelman@math.rug.nl.
trajectories of the dynamical system the supply rate is not less than the increase in storage. This expresses the assumption that a system cannot store more energy than is supplied to it from the outside. The difference between the supplied and the internally stored energy is the dissipated energy.
The storage function measures the amount of energy that is stored inside the system at any instant of time. It is reasonable to expect that the value of the storage function at a particular time instant depends only on the past of the time trajectories through the memory of the system. A standard way to express the memory of a time trajectory of a system is by using the notion of state. Thus, we should expect that storage functions are functions of the state variable of the system.
In this paper, we prove the general statement that for linear dynamical systems with quadratic supply rates, any quadratic storage function can be represented as a quadratic function of any state variable of a linear dynamical system whose dynamics are obtained by combining the dynamics of the original system and the dynamics of the supply rate.
A few words on notation. ~°~(N, Rq) denotes the set of all infinitely often differentiable functions
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w : N --~ Rq; ~(R, ~q) denotes the subset of those w 6 (f ~(~, [~q) that have compact support; given two column vectors x and y, the column vector obtained by stacking x over y is denoted by col(x, y); likewise, for given matrices A and B with the same number of columns, col(A,B) denotes the matrix obtained by stacking A over B.
Linear differential systems
We will first introduce some basic facts from the behavioral approach to linear dynamical systems. For more details we refer to [9] [10] [11] .
In this paper we consider dynamical systems described by a system of linear constant coefficient differential equations (d) R ~ w=O (2.1) in the real variables wl,w2 ..... wq, arranged as the column vector w; R is a real polynomial matrix with, of course, q columns. This is denoted as R cR°xq [~] , where ~ denotes the indeterminate.
Thus, if R(¢) = R0 +R1 ~ +.." + Rx~ 'v, then Eq. (2.1) denotes the system of differential equations
Formally, Eq. (2.1) defines the dynamical system L'=(R, Rq,~), with R the time axis, 0~q the signal space, and ~ the behavior, i.e., the solution set of Eq. (2.1). It is usually advisable to consider weak solutions. Since smoothness plays no role for the results of this paper, we will consider only infinitely differentiable solutions:
The family of dynamical systems E obtained in this way is denoted by 2 q. Instead of writing X E ~ q, we often write ~ ¢ ~ q. For obvious reasons we refer to Eq. (2.1) as a kernel representation of ~. In this paper we will also meet other ways to represent a given C ~2 q, in particular using latent variable representations and image representations. We will now briefly introduce these. The system of differential equations 
Quadratic differential forms
An important role in this paper is played by quadratic differential forms and two-variable polynomial matrices. These are studied extensively in [12] . In this section we give a brief review.
We denote by ~qxq [(, ~] ] the set ofq x q, real polynomial matrices in the indeterminates ~ and r/, i.e., expressions of the form q~(~, ~I) = Z 4~k/~ r//, (3.1)
The sum in Eq. (3.1) ranges over the non-negative integers and is assumed to be finite, and 4)kz~ ~qxq.
Such a q~ induces a quadratic differentialJorm (QDF) Note that, although q~ is an infinite matrix, all but a finite number of its elements are zero. We can factor q5 as q~ = M ZMM, with ~' an infinite matrix having a finite number o1' rows and all but a finite number of elements equal ~o zero, and ZM a signature matrix, i.e., a matrix of the form tains a factor ~ + ~I. Under this condition we can simply take q~(~, t/) = ( 1/(~ + ~7))q~(~, q). It was shown in [12] that q~ contains a factor ~ + ~I iff ~ = 0, where ~.4~ is the one-variable polynomial matrix defined by ~@(~) := q~(-~, ~). It was also proven in [12] In addition, we need the concept of average non-negativity (denoted as f Q, ~> 0). This is defined as f~ Qe(w)dt>~O for all w ~ ~?(R, Rq). Again, it was shown in [12] that f Qe >~0 iff (~4~)(ico) >~0 for all co E JR. In turn, this condition is equivalent with the existence of polynomial spectral factorizations of ~4~: (~q))(ico)>~0 iff there exists D~ ~q×q [~] such that (~4~)(~) :DT(~)O(~) (see [1, 2] ). Of course, at some times t the power Q(w)(t) might be positive: energy is flowing into the system; at other times, it might be negative, energy is flowing out of the system. This outflow is possible because energy is stored. However, because of dissipation, the rate of increase of the storage cannot exceed the supply. The interaction between supply, storage, and dissipation is formalized as follows: 
Dissipative systems

~:
An image representation of the system is given by
Obviously, due to damping, the system is dissipative. This indeed follows from the fact that 
MT(-iog)~(-ioo, ieo)M(ioo) = ½(D +
It also follows that a dissipation function is given by
(dq~'(D+DV)~tt. QA(q,F)= ~ \ ~ j
This corresponds to taking
Obviously, the triple (Qv, Q~, QA ) is matched on the behavior 23 of Eq. (4..3). Here, E, F, and G are real constant matrices. The important feature of Eq. (5.1) is that it is an (implicit) differential equation containing derivatives of order at most one in x and zero in w. It was shown in [6] Suppose now that we have a system 23 E ~2 q, and suppose a state representation of this system is given, with state variable, say x. Assume that to the manifest variable w we add an extra component, say f, i.e., we consider a new system 23ext with the property that w E 23 iff there exists f such that col(w, f) E 23ext. In Proof. See the Appendix.
State representations
A latent variable model R'(d/dt)w=M(d/dt)x (
Main results
In this section we show that storage functions can always be represented as quadratic functions of a state variable, and that dissipation functions can always be represented as quadratic functions of a state variable, jointly with the manifest variable of a given system.
We first treat the case that ~ is unconstrained, i. 
Let Qq, be a storage fimction for ((g rv(~, ~q ), Q, ). Then there exists K = K T C ~,Txn such that col(M(d/dt)w,x) C fSf implies Qq,(w) =xTKx. Furthermore, iJ" QA is a dissipation Junction Jor ((£~(R,~q),Q,), then there exists L=L T E ~(n+q)x(n+q) such that col(M(d/dt)w,x) ¢ ~f implies
Proof. See the Appendix.
Next, we treat the general case. Let ~ E £ q be an arbitrary controllable system. Let ¢b¢ Rq×q[~]. Assume that (~,Q~) is dissipative. Also in this case, every storage function turns out to be a quadratic function of any state variable, and every dissipation function a quadratic function of any state variable, jointly with the manifest variable of a system ~. This time, however, the system ~ is obtained by combining the dynamics of ~ and qs. Again, let ~b(~, r/) --MT(~)Z'~M(r/) be a canonical factorization of q~, with X~ ~ R r×~. Now, consider the system ~e E £ " (with manifest variable v C N") represented by v = M w, w C
Theorem 6.2. Let Gv+Fx+Edx/dt=O be a state representation of ~, with full behavior ~f. Let Qv, be a storage Junction for (~, Q¢~). Then there exists K=K TER "×n such that wc~ and col(M(d/dt)w, x) E ~f implies Qq,(w) = xX Kx. If Q~ is a dissipation fimction for (~,Q,), then there exists L =L T E ~(n+d)x(n+d) such that w E ~ and col( M ( d/ dt )w,x ) E ~f. implies
QA(W)= (;)TL (;) "
Proof. See the Appendix. 
Conclusions
We have shown (in the context of linear systems and quadratic functionals) that any storage function of a dissipative system is a function of the state. This state involves the dynamics of the dissipative system as well as those of the supply rate. According to part 1 of this proof, there exists a ma-
The general ease. We now treat the general, possibly non-lossless, case. The proof of the statement about dissipation functions is much easier. Again, we may as well assume that we have an observable state representation. We will only do the case that M is observable. Let 
